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Dane Lovett, Novice betting style,2006, mixed media on canvas,
120 x 180 cm, couftesv the artist

OLD
DANE LOVE
Louise Martin-Chew

Dane Lovett, at twenty-one years old,
is one of Schubert Contemporary's
younger artists - part of the gallery's
plan to bring young and new art into
its well-established stable 'Bel evue
Rivals', Lovett's third solo exhibitlon
since graduating lrom a degree in

animation, focuses on the characters
and ambience of greyhound racing, a

subculture with some of the ambitions
but none of the cachet - of the
horseracing industry lnitially attracted
to the lines and elegance of the dogs,
Lovett found, after visiting the Albion
Park Race Track in Brisbane, the
character and eccentricities of the
people at the races just as compelling

Novice betting s4zle, 2006, depicts
on a large scale the pathos-ridden
expression of an older man, his lower lip
sucked in and eyes cast down Yet his
sad face is at odds with the suggestion
of his smartly spotted shirt and black
neck scarf. Greyhound owners dress to
match the racing livery of their dogs,
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and this spotted motif recurs in many
paintings in the show. Other repeated
imagery includes a drawn envelope
(Lovett's symbol for this pafticular
underworld), a matchbook shape and
the Oolong tea label, the latter referring
to the little-known sponsor whose
trademark decorates the dogs

Lovett's paintings pair realism with
abstracted shape and a compelling
compositional sensibllity His work is

highly developed for one so young,
yet his self-belief as an artist saw him
establish an internet presence at
thifteen years of age

ln Lovett's self-poftrait Self shot
greyhound stance, 2006, the aftist's
physique resembles that of a rangy
greyhound and his face is replaced by
a camera - a camouflage or disguise
which suggests perhaps a myopic
view of the world that we may all

adopt according to our obsessions
It is an appealing identification with
his subject which bodes well for
Lovett's next excursion
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